Turn your cell phone into a
forensic camera with

Add a GlowTorchFN forensic
light for a complete forensic
imaging system

Each PhorensicCam comes with the following:

a custom cellphone adaptor to fit all common cellphones

a custom camera filter and lens holder with your choice of
clear (UV), yellow, orange or red high quality glass camera
filter. They are interchangeable, so you can get one or all
four for use with your forensic light source

an adjustable cellphone holder so it can be attached to a
hand grip or to a tripod.

a hand grip for improved stability

Hotshoe allows for our GlowTorchFN™ light to be attached
to convert your PhorensicCam to a PhorensicCam+

Carry case

Don’t have a cellphone? We can supply refurbished cellphones which cost less, as you are only using it as a camera
and storage device. We recommend a device that shoots in
RAW format as well as JPEG, and that has micro-SD storage
capabilities for archiving purposes

Convert your PhorensicCAM to a PhorensicCAM+ by adding
one or more of our GlowTorchFN™ forensic light sources.
These waterproof, rugged LED light sources are compact, and
come with two rechargeable Li-Ion batteries, a battery charger,
an adaptor to attachthe GlowTorchFN to the hotshoe, and one
pair of appropriate nylon framed goggles.

GlowTorchFN lights
are available in White,
365nm (UV), 415nm,
470nm, 505nm, 530nm
and 570nm wavelengths.

Complete PhorensicCam+
Kit showing all of the
components, including an
additional magnification
lens to be available in the
near future.

PhorensicCam+
attached to a tripd using
the hand grip on the left,
and using an optional
pistol-grip with ball head
for fine adjustment on
the right.

GET MORE INFORMATION BY VISITING OUR PHORENSICCAM SECTIONS ON
OUR WEBSITE AND OUR YouTube CHANNEL. YOU CAN CLICK ON THE
ICONS HERE THAT WILL TAKE YOU DIRECTLY THERE
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